
National Development Strategy
•		“…steadily	 promote	 the	 opening	 of	 banking,	 securities,	
insurance,	 funds,	 futures,	 and	 other	 financial	 sectors,	
deepen	 the	 connectivity	 between	 domestic	 and	
foreign	 capital	 markets,	 and	 improve	 the	 system	 of	
qualified	 foreign	 investors.	 Steadily	 promote	 the	
internationalisation	 of	 RMB	 in	 a	 prudent	 manner…”	
(Section	1,	Chapter	40)

•		“…vigorously	develop	green	finance…”
	 (Section	4,	Chapter	39)

•		“…steadily	develop	financial	technology…”	
	 (Section	3,	Chapter	21)

Central Government’s Support for Hong Kong
•		“Support	 Hong	 Kong	 to	 enhance	 its	 status	 as	 an	
international	financial	centre…strengthen	its	functions	as	
a	global	offshore	RMB	business	hub	and	an	international	
centre	 for	 asset	 management	 and	 risk	 management…”	
(Section	1,	Chapter	61)

•		“…deepen	 and	 expand	 the	 connectivity	 between	 the	
Mainland	and	the	SAR’s	financial	markets…”

	 (Section	2,	Chapter	61)

•		The	 only	 city	 in	 the	 world	 where	 the	 global	 advantage	
and	 China	 advantage	 converge,	 being	 a	 dual-direction	
channel	for	international	capital	inflows	to	the	Mainland	
and	Mainland	capital	to	go	global.

•		Highly	open	and	internationalised	market.

•		Internationally	 aligned	 regulatory	 regime,	 rule	 of	 law,	
a	 wealth	 of	 talents,	 robust	 infrastructure,	 free	 flow	 of	
information	and	capital.

Extracts from
the National 14th Five-Year Plan

Hong Kong’s Strengths

International
Financial Centre



Laura CHA SHIH May-lungChairman, Hong Kong 
Exchanges and Clearing Limited

Hong Kong has long been a renowned international 

financial centre. Despite rising competition from the 

neighbouring regions and Mainland cities in recent years, Hong 

Kong has shown tremendous resilience and made continuous 

development. Mrs Laura Cha Shih May-lung, chairman of the 

Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEX) and a 

veteran in the financial sector for more than three decades, has 

full confidence in the sector’s future development. She thinks 

that Hong Kong can withstand all challenges and maintain its 

status as an international financial centre as long as it continues 

to capitalise on its unique advantage of leveraging support from 

the motherland while engaging the world, integrates into the 

national development, deepens its connection with the 

Mainland’s financial market and develops green and sustainable 

finance.

Mrs Cha used to be a commercial lawyer and joined a 

financial regulator in the 1990s. Over the years, she witnessed 

the rapid growth of the local financial industry. She believes 

three advantages underscore Hong Kong’s status as an 

international financial centre. Firstly, Hong Kong has a solid and 

highly efficient financial infrastructure which lives up to market 

needs and development. It has attained the international 

standards in terms of market capacity and regulation, earning 

the trust of investors from around the world.

Secondly, the Hong Kong market is open and transparent 

and it helps maintain the stability and reliability of the financial 

market. She says: “Our market rules have always been open, 

transparent and fair to all. Whenever we have to amend existing 

listing rules or trading regulations, or introduce new ones, we 

will conduct consultations and consider market feedback in 

advance. The industry will have adequate time to get prepared 

and our market will remain stable.”

Thirdly, and most importantly, Mrs Cha says Hong Kong’s 

greatest strength is its unique advantage of “leveraging support 

from the Mainland while engaging the world”. She says: “The 

rapid economic growth of the Mainland over the past 30 years 

has led to a huge demand for capital. Being a relatively small 

economy with a population of just over 7 million, Hong Kong 

would not have developed into the international financial centre 

it is now without the strong backing of the Mainland’s continuous 

development.” She stresses that Hong Kong, as well as 

maintaining its strengths, should ride on the Mainland’s 

development and make room for favourable conditions for 

boosting growth. “Hong Kong is the premier platform for 

international investors to access the Mainland market while at 

the same time, the gateway for Mainland investors to enter 

overseas markets. We have to maximise our competitive edge 

and serve as a bridge between Mainland China and the rest of 

the world.” 

While the National 14th Five-Year Plan supports Hong Kong 

in enhancing its status as an international financial centre, Mrs 

Cha admits that the city also faces a myriad of challenges. 

Market competition from the Mainland and the neighbouring 

regions aside, Hong Kong must also tackle the cross-boundary 

race in financial technology. To maintain its competitive edge, 

Hong Kong must keep abreast of market development.
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Integrating into national development to 
enhance Hong Kong’s status as an 

international financial centre
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Post and Title 
‧ Chairman, Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing 
 Limited
‧ Non-official Member, Executive Council of the 
 Government of the Hong Kong Special 
 Administrative Region 
‧ Senior International Consultant, Foundation 
 Asset Management Sweden AB
‧ Member, Sotheby's International Advisory Board
‧ Vice-chairman, International Advisory Council of 
 China Securities Regulatory Commission
‧ Director, World Federation of Exchanges
‧ Former vice-chairman, China Securities 
 Regulatory Commission

Honours
‧ Silver Bauhinia Star from the Government of the 
 Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (2001)
‧  Gold Bauhinia Star from the Government of the 
 Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (2009) 
‧  Grand Bauhinia Medal from the Government of 
 the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region 
 (2017)

Education Background 
‧ Bachelor of Arts, University of 
 Wisconsin-Madison, USA
‧ Juris Doctor, Santa Clara University, USA

Mrs Cha cites the listing reform by the HKEX in 2018 as an 

example. For the first time, emerging and innovative enterprises 

with weighted voting rights structure (WVR), as well as  

pre-revenue or pre-profit biotechnology companies were 

allowed to be listed in Hong Kong. “In only three to four years, 

our market share has expanded and the capital raised 

increased significantly, making Hong Kong the world’s second-

largest fundraising hub for biotechnology,” she says. 

Mrs Cha lists various market development measures 

introduced by the HKEX in recent years, including: the mutual 

capital market access mechanism between the Mainland and 

Hong Kong; the reform allowing enterprises with WVR structures 

to be l isted in the city; and the new listing regime for  

SPAC - special purpose acquisition companies. All are 

innovative measures introduced by the HKEX in response to the 

global market’s development.

“ I t is natural for other markets to form their own 

development plans and we have to strive for excellence and 

provide investors with more options. We have to boost investors’ 

confidence in our market and, at the same time, keep coming 

up with new products. Investors will thus be attracted to invest 

through Hong Kong.”

The HKEX spares no effort in promoting new financial 

products, striving to seize the opportunities to integrate into the 

national development. Mrs Cha says: “The National 14th  

Five-Year Plan clearly establishes Hong Kong’s status as  

an in te r na t iona l cen t re fo r asse t management and  

risk management, and this is a recognition of Hong Kong. The 

HKEX is also working on it progressively. In light of the 

emergence of offshore Renminbi (RMB) derivative products and 

the entailing demand for risk management, we introduced the 

MSCI China A50 Connect Index Futures last year to provide a 

new tool for investors to hedge mark-to-market risk.” The new 

product, which enables international investors to manage their 

Chinese equity portfolio invested via the Shanghai- or 

Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect in the Hong Kong market, 

has proven to be an unprecedented success. The notional 

value of the open interest has exceeded US$2 billion in the first 

month of launch, and the high average daily turnover in the 

month after not only reflects Hong Kong’s status as the world’s 

largest offshore RMB centre, but also facilitates the further 

internationalisation of the Mainland capital market. “This is no 

doubt a win-win situation. We will continue to deepen our mutual 

market access with the Mainland and expand the scope of 

investment products on both sides. By so doing, we will be able 

to cater for the needs of our country, and benefit from our 

integration into the national development,” Mrs Cha adds.

In recent years, green finance has become a new 

development of global focus. The Mainland is striving to peak 

carbon dioxide emissions before 2030 and achieve carbon 

neutrality before 2060, with the objective of reducing emissions 

gradually. Huge business opportunities will be generated in the 

process, such as renewable energy for industrial use, in which 

the Mainland has got a head start. Mrs Cha explains how China, 

while not top of a global ranking of leading wind turbine 

manufacturers, occupies the five places from second to sixth, 

demonstrating its global recognition in this field. 

The Mainland’s solar energy industry is also developing 

rapidly, with many large-scale solar panel manufacturers. This 

also creates business opportunities for Hong Kong’s financial 

market. “Now we have to make the relevant technology less 

costly and more popular, which requires a lot of capital and thus 

provides an opportunity where Hong Kong’s financial market 

can play a part.”

Mrs Cha believes that Hong Kong is in a position to 
become the green finance hub in Asia.

Mrs Cha (right) and the CEO of HKEX, Mr Nicolas Aguzin, hosting the opening 
ceremony of the first trading day of the Year of the Tiger. She says that the 
HKEX will continue to enhance connection with the Mainland financial market.

Mrs Cha thinks that there is still 
r o o m  f o r  i m p r o v i n g  t h e 
e f f ic iency o f the f inanc ia l 
industry in Hong Kong, and that 
the arrangements regarding 
trading on holidays should be 
kept under review.
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Hong Kong is also targeting the 

global market and is committed to 

becoming a green finance hub in the 

region. The Government of the Hong 

Kong Special Administrative Region is 

the first in Asia to have successfully 

i s s u e d  2 0 - y e a r  g r e e n  b o n d s 

denominated in euros and 30-year 

green bonds denominated in US dollars. The retail green bonds 

issued this year is another milestone in the development of 

Hong Kong’s green finance market. Mrs Cha says: “Hong Kong 

is set to be a pioneer in Asia. The Government has already 

taken a step forward and the HKEX will work in tandem and pay 

close attention to other opportunities for development. We have 

a stake in the Guangzhou Futures Exchange to explore possible 

collaboration in developing a low-carbon market, but of course 

this is still at a preliminary stage.”

Mrs Cha has worked for the Securities and Futures 

Commission of Hong Kong for 10 years. She then assumed the 

position of vice-chairman of the China Securities Regulatory 

Commission, becoming the first person from Hong Kong to join 

the Central People’s Government at the vice-ministerial rank. 

With this background, she has a thorough understanding of the 

financial development in both places. She believes Hong Kong 

has to make room for collaborative development with the 

Mainland, expanding further the RMB liquidity pool in order to 

consolidate its role as the hub for offshore RMB business. “From 

the national perspective, the internationalisation of RMB should 

not be confined to point-to-point transactions between Hong 

Kong and the Mainland, but rather 

there should be a network,” she says. 

“It is not difficult to understand why 

China would also like the financial 

centres in other regions to participate 

in the development of RMB clearing 

business. With a network and the 

influence of each offshore centres in 

their respective regions, more people will use RMB and the 

international status of RMB will be enhanced. As such, we have 

to keep expanding the RMB liquidity pool and markets for 

related products, in order for Hong Kong’s offshore RMB 

business to flourish and the city to maintain its leading role with 

the biggest market share.

“In addition, backed up by national policies and driven by 

demand, top asset management companies from around the 

world are planning to enter the Mainland financial market. This 

is never a hindrance to Hong Kong – with more people investing 

in and knowing more about the Mainland market, asset 

management companies in Hong Kong will benefit too as 

investors often invest in Hong Kong and the Mainland at the 

same time,” Mrs Cha says. She believes that with the Mainland 

continuing to open up, Hong Kong wil l get even more 

opportunities. As long as Hong Kong keeps pace, adapts to 

changes in industry environment and maintains product 

diversification and internationalisation, the city will continue to 

attract investors and enhance its status as an international 

financial centre.

Mrs Cha (second right) attends the "Edward K Y Chen 
Distinguished Lecture Series" organised by the 
University of Hong Kong and shares her experience 
and wisdom with members of the public.

Mrs Cha reminds Hong Kong young people to keep beefing 
up their professional knowledge and be more proactive in 
understanding the development of the Mainland in order to 
grasp opportunities.
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“We have to boost investors' confidence in our market and, at the same time, keep 
coming up with new products. Investors will thus be attracted to invest through  
Hong Kong.”



The financial industry is an important economic pillar of 

Hong Kong . I n th i s age o f rap id techno log ica l 

advancement, the combination of finance and technology goes 

beyond geographical boundaries, providing more people with 

more efficient and suitable financial services, and heralding 

huge opportunities for businesses. At the same time as the first 

virtual bank was launching in Mainland China in 2014, Mr Simon 

Loong Pui-chi, founder and Group CEO of WeLab, had already 

started inclusive finance businesses in Hong Kong and 

Shenzhen. 

Capitalising on Hong Kong’s strengths as an international 

financial centre while seizing the opportunities created by the 

Mainland’s continued economic growth and deepening reform 

and opening-up of the financial industry, Mr Loong has 

succeeded in carving out a niche in the fintech industry.

“I was born and brought up in Hong Kong,” he says. “After 

graduating from university, I joined a bank and then worked 

there for as long as 15 years.” Despite having accumulated 

substantial experience in finance, Mr Loong took the plunge 

and entered another realm in 2013. With his strong belief in the 

future of fintech development, combined with extraordinary 

audacity and shrewd business acumen, Mr Loong established 

WeLab, without much resources or brand support. “I had a truly 

hard time when I set up the business,” Mr Loong recalls. “As 

fintech was then quite new and not very well known in Hong 

Kong, I had to spend a lot of time explaining it to regulators, 

business partners, banks and new recruits.”

It was a bumpy ride at the start. Mr Loong met difficulties in 

recruiting staff, obtaining financing and getting the first batch of 

customers, but Mr Loong stayed firm to “always finding a way”, 

his company’s motto. He worked hard to grow the business, but 

it wasn’t until fintech successes in other parts of the world 

became known, that Mr Loong found it easier to promote his 

business. Today, many traditional banks are stepping up their 

efforts to develop fintech. This shows the changing landscape 

in fintech development in Hong Kong over the past decade, and 

more so the foresight that Mr Loong has in the market.

Just a few months after it was established, Mr Loong’s 

company set foot on the Mainland. He explains that given the 

sizable market and popular use of mobile payment and internet 

transactions, the Mainland is suitably placed for fintech 

development. Meanwhile, Hong Kong has sophisticated laws 

and robust regulatory framework, so it is an ideal testing ground 

for new products. Once the products are well-developed here, 

they can be rolled out to the whole of China and even beyond.

Fintech goes beyond 
geographical boundaries and creates

unlimited business opportunities 
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WeLab
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Post and Title 
‧ Founder and Group CEO, WeLab
‧ Member of the Founding Board of Directors, 
 FinTech Association of Hong Kong 
‧ Former Northeast Asia Regional Head, 
 Standard Chartered Hong Kong

Honours
‧ Innovation Leadership Achievement Award 
 from The Asian Banker  (2017)
‧  Vice-Chancellor's Achievement Award from 
 the University of Sydney (2018) 
‧ Selected as "one of the 20 people shaping 
 Hong Kong's future" in the next 20 years by a 
 leading Chinese media outlet

Education Background 
‧ Master of Science in Management, Stanford 
 Graduate School of Business, USA

Mr Loong chose Hong Kong’s neighbouring city of 

Shenzhen as the entry point to the vast Mainland market. The 

proximity enables convenient travelling and mutual exchange of 

workers between the two cities. The business strategy at the 

same time gets the best of both worlds. “We have financial 

talents here in Hong Kong, and there are tech-savvy talents in 

Shenzhen. I want to combine the expertise of both cities so that 

my staff in Shenzhen can learn from their Hong Kong 

counterparts the experience in financial risk management, while 

those in Hong Kong to gain exposure to managing a huge 

technology team in Shenzhen.” Mr Loong’s plan has worked 

well. Starting from Shenzhen, his fintech product can now reach 

the entire country, successfully commanding more than 48 

million users on the Mainland.

Leveraging the adoption of inclusive finance on the 

Mainland, Mr Loong made use of technologies to offer various 

types of financial services and shared the fintech solutions with 

Mainland banks and financial institutions, thereby expanding his 

clientele. With splendid outcomes achieved on the Mainland, Mr 

Loong proceeded to explore business opportunities overseas. 

Benefitting from the country’s “Belt and Road” initiative, Mr 

Loong chose Indonesia as the starting point for expanding his 

business outside China. “Enlightened by the ‘Belt and Road’ 

initiative, we brought our development model from the Mainland 

to the Indonesian market in 2018,” Mr Loong says. “We have 

talents, skills and experience in Hong Kong, while there is a 

customer base and market in Indonesia. We set up a joint 

venture company with a financial institution there and the results 

were pretty impressive.” This Indonesian expansion project is 

recognised by the "2018 Belt and Road Project Innovation 

Cases Collection" in Beijing, and WeLab is the only Hong Kong 

fintech company on the list.

In late 2021, riding on Hong Kong’s edge in fintech, Mr 

Loong expanded his business further by acquiring a traditional 

bank in Indonesia, which he plans to transform into WeLab’s 

second digital bank in Asia. “This once again testifies to the 

competitive edge of Hong Kong in fintech, because Hong Kong 

started to issue virtual bank licences in 2019, earlier than many 

other countries in Southeast Asia,” Mr Loong says. He attributes 

the success of his business in Indonesia to the foresight of the 

Hong Kong SAR Government and the Hong Kong Monetary 

Authority, which enables Hong Kong to get ahead of the game 

by accumulating more experience than other neighbouring 

territories in respect of talents, expertise and R&D. In pushing 

forward fintech development, other places in Southeast Asia 

can draw on Hong Kong’s experience and outcomes, and adopt 

the technologies of Hong Kong. At the same time, Hong Kong 

can gain a share of their markets. This is a “win-win” for all.

WeLab is a home-grown start-up and a unicorn in the 

fintech industry. Commenting on the blooming start-up scene in 

Hong Kong, Mr Loong says: “Hong Kong has a population of 

over 7 million and there are about 4,000 start-ups and some 10 

of them are unicorns. The success rate is very high, and this 

demonstrates the perseverance of Hong Kong entrepreneurs. 

These start-ups cover industries ranging from technology to 

finance and logistics, and they are able to capitalise on the 

strengths of Hong Kong, our management experience and 

talents. As an international financial centre, Hong Kong provides 

convenience in financing, has a broad investor base and one of 

the best stock exchanges in the world, which facilitate start-ups 

to go public.”

The small population of Hong Kong does not in any way 

hinder the development of fintech start-ups, as their business 

model is different from traditional companies and their target 

customers are mostly internet users. Therefore, with Hong Kong 

as a testing ground, once a successful business model is 

developed, it can be replicated and expanded in other 

countries.

Mr Loong (right) shares his views on the application of fintech by 
financial institutions at Hong Kong FinTech Week 2021.

Riding on Hong Kong's fintech edge, Mr Loong expanded 
his business to the Mainland and Indonesia, and wil l 
continue to explore the Southeast Asian markets.

WeLab sets up an innovation 
research centre in Qianhai, 
c o m b i n i n g  t h e  f i n a n c i a l 
expertise from Hong Kong with 
the tech-savvy talents from 
Shenzhen.
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When finance meets technology, 

the sky is the limit for development. 

The industry may have forward-looking 

goals and objectives, but they cannot 

be actualised without talents. Mr 

Loong has his own views about the 

manpower demand of the industry. 

“They do not have to be f inance 

professionals, nor technology personnel. So long as you are 

innovative, courageous enough to rise to the challenges, with 

acute acumen, willing to learn and not afraid of failure, then you 

are already qualified to join the fintech profession.”

Mr Loong believes that Hong Kong can certainly attract 

and retain talents when it attaches great importance to fintech 

development. With the authorities encouraging the financial 

sector to adopt technology comprehensively by 2025, as well as 

to promote the provision of fair and efficient financial services to 

the public, the banks, Mr Loong points out, will recruit more staff 

to cater for the development needs. After these talents have 

acquired sufficient experience, they will establish their own 

start-ups and this will boost the entire fintech ecosystem. Mr 

Loong is also very glad to see that the Government is carving 

out space for start-ups in the Hong Kong Science Park and 

Cyberport, providing them with subsidies which help lower the 

starting up cost. These have succeeded in attracting more 

people to join the start-up community.

The National 14th Five-Year Plan expressly supports Hong 

Kong in enhancing its status as an international financial centre. 

In this respect, Mr Loong believes that 

f i n t e c h  c a n  m a k e  s i g n i f i c a n t 

contributions by, among other things, 

leveraging the advantages of the 

Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao 

Greater Bay Area and promoting 

mutual market access schemes  

and the Cross-boundary Weal th 

Management Connect Scheme to make it easier for Mainland 

and Hong Kong residents to invest in cross-boundary financial 

products. As to strengthening the role of Hong Kong as an 

offshore Renminbi clearing centre, fintech is also indispensable 

and it will also prove crucial to the further development of green 

finance, once the relevant sectors have finished working on 

resource allocation for sustainable development. 

Technology can go beyond geographical boundaries and 

Mr Loong is highly optimistic about Hong Kong consolidating its 

status as an international financial centre. “Nowadays, finance 

has overcome the geographical and demographic restrictions. 

Through the internet, the financial industry can serve more 

people with more diverse services.” In the past, physical 

business operations targeted to serve people in the vicinity. 

Today, in a world very much influenced by the internet, as long 

as there are advanced technologies, appropriate licences, 

robust regulation and well-received technological products, 

business can reach everywhere and serve customers in every 

corner of the world, completely overcoming the geographical 

constraints and creating unlimited business opportunities.

Mr Loong attends the Asian Financial 
Forum and shares his analysis of how Asia 
should unleash the fintech creativity and 
develop virtual banking in future.

Mr Loong's employees are not confined to those from the financial and technology 
sectors. He thinks that, regardless of their background, people who are innovative and 
courageous enough to rise to challenges are eligible to join the fintech industry and 
work together to break the bounds of traditional financial services.
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“We have financial talents here in Hong Kong, and there are tech-savvy talents in 
Shenzhen. I want to combine the expertise of both cities so that my staff in Shenzhen 
can learn from their Hong Kong counterparts the experience in financial risk 
management, while those in Hong Kong to gain exposure to managing a huge 
technology team in Shenzhen.”




